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Abstract
In this talk, I will present a theoretical framework for the links between personal values, morality,
and unethicality. I will present findings from two large scale research projects with five studies
consisting of 21 cross-cultural samples (N1 = 32,492, N2 = 107,087) to support the suggested
framework and demonstrate the complex relationship between values dimensions on the values
theory circumplex and morality-ethical attitudes and behavior.
Examining morality (project 1), the bipolar dimensions of openness-to-change versus
conservation were associated with a moral considerations of loyalty, respect, and sanctity, with a
contrast moral relativism, while the bipolar dimensions of self-enhancement versus
self-transcendence were associated with moral considerations of care and reciprocity, with a
contrast on moral centrality.
Examining unethical tendencies and behavior (project 2), unethicality was positively related to
self-enhancement values and negatively related to self-transcendence and conservation values,
yet the two value dimensions were associated with the inhibition of different types of
unethicality. Self-transcendence values inhibited unethicality related to harm and conservation
inhibited unethicality related to violation of norms.
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